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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

vadimUS Delivers Breakthrough Investor Presentation at Venture Summit West 

SAN FRANCISCO – vadimUS recently became one of only 100 companies worldwide to earn a 

coveted presentation slot at the 10th annual Venture Summit West. The Silicon Valley-based 

event connects founders of the hottest venture backed, emerging and early-stage companies 

with an exclusive audience of venture capitalists, corporate investors, private investors, 

investment bankers, and strategic partners. 

Venture Summit West, presented by youngStartup Ventures, is the premier industry gathering 

for promising companies in tech, fintech, cleantech, medtech, lifesciences, and healthcare. With 

thousands of attendees each year and over 100 featured investors with over $250B under 

management, Venture Summit West is the event where significant deals are made. For 

vadimUS, it is a rare opportunity to connect with investors, share their vision, and secure the 

funding they need to continue their important work. 

“We are thrilled to be part of such a prestigious event and look forward to sharing our 

unique vadiMAP solution to potential investors.” said Dan Boucher, Chief Executive Officer 

of vadimUS 

Venture Summit West accepts presenters who meet strict criteria based on industry, stage, 

business model, size of the target audience, milestones achieved to date, and whether the 

company would be of interest to the featured investors. The presentation programs are geared 

toward emerging growth companies looking to gain visibility among active investors and raise 

capital.  

About vadimUS 

vadimUS is accelerating transformation in the energy industry through its vadiMAP solution for 

renewable energy integration for commercial and industrial customers. Recognized by leading 

organizations including the Solar Impulse Foundation, the solution provides an easy path 

forward for building owners and operators looking to reduce their carbon footprint, as well as 

improve operational and financial outcomes. 

 

To learn more about vadimUS and the vadiMAP solution, visit www.vadimap.com  
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